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, 'ABSTRACT 
This report describes how a digital computer can be used for 
the reduction of data obtained from residual stress measurements and 
how residual stress and isostress diagrams can be plotted automatically 
using a digital plotter. 
The method for residual stress measurements used in this 
report is the relaxation method of "sectioning". 
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1 ~ .. INTRODUCTION 
The method of "sectioning" as described elsewhere(l) has 
been used fo~ yea~s for residual st~ess measurements in structural 
members. The "sectioning method" is based on the p~inciple that 
internal st~esses in a mate~ial a~e relieved by sectioning a specimen 
into many st~ips of small c~oss-section. The st~ain ~elieved is 
measured with an extensomete~ and the stress is found by applying 
Hooke's Law, assuming a completely elastic behavior. 
The scope of the study desc~ibed in this ~eport was to 
develop a set of compute~ p~og~ams which perfo~ the ~eduction of 
data obtained by ~esidual st~ess measu~ements and to fu~nish the user 
with plotted ~esidual st~ess and isost~ess diag~ams of the ~esidual 
stress dist~ibution. 
The p~o~ams are written in FORTRAN IV. 
Residual st~ess diag~ams a~e plotted using a Califo~nia· 
Computing Company (CALCOMP) plotte~ available at the Lehigh University 
Computing Cente~. 
This is accomplished by calling sub~outines, which d~ive the 
plotte~. These sub~outines a~e lib~a~y sub~outines of the Con~ol 
Data Co~poration (CDC) 6400 compute~ system. The prog~ams as listed 
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in the appendix can be run only on computer systems which have these 
plotter routines as library routines. 
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.. 2; .. DESCRIPTION' OF . PROGRAMS 
2.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
Three programs have been developed: 
PLOTRS ..••. reduces the data obtained from measurements before 
and after sectioning' or slicing and plots the 
results using an electronic plotter. (Several 
options of this program are described in detail 
in Appendix 1 of this report.) 
RSANA •••..• computes the two-dimensional residual stres8-
distribution from data reduced by PLOTRS, checks 
for equilibrium and provides the input for PLOTIS, 
PLOTIS ••••• plots an isostress diagram of the two-dimensional 
residual stress-distribution. 
The use of the program package is explained by the diagram in 
Fig. 1. The specimen is first sectioned. The program PLOTRS reduces the 
data obtained from measurements before and after sectioning and plots the 
one-dimensional residual stress distribution (the distribution of residual 
stress at the surfaces of the plate). 
Next, a slicing procedure is performed. The prog~am PLOTRS 
is used again for reducing the extensometer readings before and after 
slicing.' Program RSANA uses the computed residual stresses from the 
sectioning and the slicing procedure to compute the two-dimensional 
residual stress distribution (that is, the distripution of residual 
stresses through the thickness and width of the piate). 
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Program PLOTIS is then used to plot the isostress diagrams 
of this distribution. 
2.2 RESIDUAL STRESS DIAGRAMS 
A sectioning procedure is performed in order to obtain a 
residual stress diagram. In the method, a mechanical entensometer' is 
used :to measure the distance between two gauge points. 
The difference in readings before and after sectioning gives 
the relieved strain. To take into account the change in temperature 
during the measurement, the readings are compared with a reference bar 
after a set of readings has been taken. 
To improve the accuracy of the m~asurements, three readings 
are taken at every gauge point. Readings of the extensometer are 
punched on cards and are the input for the program PLOTRS. 
The analysis of these readings is performed by the computer 
program. Residual stresses are calculated as follows: 
1) Compute average of a set of 3 readings for a strip i 
3 
A.= 1/3 E A' j 
1 j=l 1 
(1) 
where A •• are the initial readings of the extensometer (before sectioning). 
1.J 
.. ~.' 
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The average value of initial readings (REF A.) on the reference 
1 
bar, which are taken after a certain number of readings, is computed 
in the same manner. 
In a similar way, average values of final readings (after 
sectioning) will be computed as B. and (REF B.). 
1 1 
where 
2) Compute residual stresses: 
. Or. = residual stress in strip i, 
1 
E = modulus of elasticity, 
L = gauge length (10") 
REF B.) ] 
1 
(2) 
After performing this analysis the results are printed out, 
together with the data. Subsequently, the result is checked if it 
exceeds a limit which is specified in the input ( input variable MINY). 
As soon as one value of residual stress exceeds MINY, an error message is 
printed ou.t and no plot is obtained. Otherwise the residual stress 
distribution is plotted. Figure 2 shows a sample output. The program 
PLOTRS has several options which also permit the application of this 
program to shapes. In this case, plots of the component plates (flanges 
and webs) are obtained in one run and then placed around the shape. 
Figure 2 shows part of a plot obtained for a box shape. In this case, 
the plot consists of 4 diagrams for both flanges and both webs. 
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The use of drumcard for exact format can make the data card 
preparation faster and more foolproof. The possibility of punching 
data automatically by means of linear transducers is being studied(2). 
In this case the extensometer will be connected with the keypunch by 
an electronic device which transforms the readings and drives the 
keypunch. At this stage, no manual recording, computation or plotting 
will be needed. 
2.3 ISOSTRESS DIAGRAMS 
The specimen is cut further to obtain the variation of residual 
stress through the thickness. This procedure as described elsewhere in 
detail (3) is called "slicing". 
From extensometer readings before and after slicing an additional 
strain-relief(e 1" ) is obtained by using the program PLOTRS. This 
s ~c~ng 
strain must be superimposed upon the strains from the sectioning to 
obtain the total strain variation, 
The residual stresses may be obtained from the relationship 
cr = E (e t' , + e 1" ) 
. . I' . sec ~on~ng . s ~c~ng 
(3) 
The computer program RSANA performs this operation for all 
elements.* In addition an equilibrium check is made. A two-
~~ This program has been developed previously. The theory involved is 
described in detail in Reference 3 pp. 12, 13. 
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dimemsional residual stress distribution which is adjusted for 
equilibrium is printed and punched out. 
In order to show the two-dimensional residual stress 
distribution in a plot, isostress diagrams have been used in some 
(3 4) 
reports ' • It is very tedious to prepare such a diagram by hand, 
since the points of the isostress lines (lines of equal stress) 
must be found graphically for every section along the width of the 
plate. 
The computer program PLOTIS performs this operation and uses 
an electronic plotter to plot the isostress diagrams. 
For the analysis the cross section of a plate is divided 
into many small strips as shown in Fig. 3. 
The residual stress distribution along a strip is found by 
interpolating linearly. The residual stresses are assumed to be 
constant across the thickness of one strip. 
A subroutine is used to search along these strips for points 
of equal stress interpolating linearly between two points of given 
residual stress. 
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The coordinates of these points are computed and plotted 
to scale using a special plotter symbol. Since these points come very 
close together, a line (of equal stress) can be seen. The beginning 
and end of these lines are annotated with the value of residual stress. 
A sample output of a plotted isostress diagram as it is 
obtained by the electronic plotter is· shown in Fig. 4. In this figure·, 
N " half of the cross seotion of a flame-cut and center-welded 24 x 2 
plate is shown. 
Lines which lie close together on the flame·-cut edge of the 
plate show a steep stress gradient, whereas the lines at the middle 
of the plate are far apart and indicate that the stress is nearly 
uniform through the thickness. The lines are annotated in ksi. 
337.26 
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3. SUMMARY 
The scope of the study presented here was to develop a set 
of computer programs which reduce data obtained from residual stress 
measurements. Three computer programs were developed which not only 
perform all necessary computations for the reduction of data but also 
furnish the user with automatic plots of the residual stress distribution. 
It is very tedious and time-consuming to obtain such residual stress 
distributions by hand. The isostress diagrams presented in some reports 
took up to 48 working hours to prepare. 
The use of a high speed and accurate digital computer saves 
not only time but also money. To obtain an isostress diagram, such as 
the one in Fig. 4, the user pays about $3.00. For the diagram in Fig. 
2, the cost will be about $1~00. These prices are based on the current 
rates at Lehigh University Computing Center, (1970). 
337.26 
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APPENDIX 1: Data Card Input 
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1) PROGRAM PLOTRS 
The program PLOTRS has several options to make it suitable 
for general use. 
The options are: 
1) Either a set of three readings or the average of these 
readings can be punched on each data card. 
2) The computed residual stress distribution can be punched 
out. 
3) The program can be run without obtaining a plot (the 
values and location of stresses will be printed out onl:r) 0 
4) A residual stress distribution can be given as input 
(no data reduction, only the plot). 
In the data card setup the first ten cards contain infoY'Tllation 
about the required scale of plot, choice of options, and geometry of 
the plate. 
Then 4 sets of data follow: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
initial reading - upper surface 
final reading - upper surface 
initial reading - lower surface 
final reading - lower surface 
Each set of data consists of the gauge readings in a format 
specified below. 
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At the end of each set, the readings on the reference bar 
follow in consecutive order. 
For each set of data described above, the readings on the 
reference bar should be numbered starting with the number one. 
For shapes, the residual stress diagrams of the component 
plates are ontained in one run. 
The data setup is the same as for plates except: 
The data giving information about scale of plot and choice 
of options are valid for all component plates. The data specifying the 
geometry vary for each component plate and must be specified before each 
1"(J(Uil!'d' 10, 
four sets of data., 
rV\c)(,E 
\) {O, 
CARD 
NO. 
1 
2 
FORMAT OF DATA-CARDS 
FORMAT VARIABLE 
(212) JSYM (I) 
(3FlO.O) SCALEX 
SCALEY 
MINY 
REMARKS 
Numerical code of plotter 
symbols to be used in the 
plot for each surface of the 
plate [see plotter manual, 
otherwise use 3,lJ 
Scale factor of x-Axis (width 
of the plate): 1 inch in plot = 
SCALEX inches 
Scale factor of Y-Axis (stress 
axis): 1 inch in plot = SeALEY ksi 
Minimum (= maximum negative value) 
of residual stress (symmetrical 
stress axis) 
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CARD 
NO 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
FORMAT 
(LlO) 
(LlO) 
(LlO) 
(LlO) 
(I2) 
(AlO) 
(2I2) 
VARIABLE 
AVARG 
STRDAT 
PNCH 
NOPLT 
NPLT. 
TEXTI. 
N 
J 
-19 
REMARKS 
Logical va:t'iable is TRUE if 
the average of 3 readings is 
punched on data cards [the 
part of the program which 
computes the average of a 
set of readings will then be 
deleted] 
TRUE if the residual stress 
distribution is given as 
input ( no data reduction, 
only plot) 
TRUE if the computed residual 
stress distribution is to be 
punched out* 
TRUE if plot is to be deleted 
NUMBER of plots to be plotted 
(for shapes: 1 plot for each 
component plate) 
Identification of plate for 
print~d and plotteg output, 
Number of gauge points for 
one surface of the plate 
(also valid for the other 
surface) 
Number of readings on the 
reference bar for one surface 
of the plate (also valid for 
the other surface) 
* The residual stress distribution will be punched out in Format FIO.2 
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CARD 
NO. 
10 
11 
FORMAT VARIABLE 
(80Il) L(I) 
(A10) TEXT2 
EXTENSO METER READINGS 
(A3,315,I2) IPOSA(I) 
IA (I,K) 
LA(I) 
-20 
REMARKS 
String on integer numbers 
indicating the layout of 
gauge-holes (1=1/8", 2=2/8", 
etc. )1: 
Identification to which surface 
of the plate the following data 
belong. 
Number of identiHcation of 
gauge point (if reference bar 
reading: punch REF). 
Set of 3 readings. Leave 
columns for 2. and 3. reading 
blank if average of these 
readings is input. 
Number of last reading on the 
reference bar which was taken 
before the gauge reading 
punched on this data card. 
(If reference bar reading: 
number of reading on the 
reference bar). 
NOTE: IF A READING CAN NOT BE TAKEN, PUNCH IDENTIFICATION OF GAUGE HOLE 
AND . LEAVE . THE REST Of. THE CARD BLANK •.. 
* The first integer number indicates the distance of the first gauge point 
from the edge of the plate in 1/8", The following numbers indicate the 
distances between each gauge-point. 
EXAMPLE: l23 ••• means the first gauge-hole is 1/8" from the edge. The 
second gauge-hole is 2/8" from the first. The third gauge-hole is 3/8" 
from the second, and so on. 
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FORMAT OF A GIVEN RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION 
TO BE PLOTTED (NO DATA REDUCTION) 
(A3,F10.0,Il) IPOSA (I) 
STRESS (I) 
LA(I) 
Identification of point. 
Residual stress at this point. 
Punch number one. 
NOTE: IF POINT IS TO BE SKIPPED, PUNCH IDENTIFICATION AND LEAVE THE 
REST OF THE CARD BLANK. 
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2) PROGRAM RSANA 
The input sequence and the format of the'data cards are 
summarized below. For input of RSU, RSL and RSSL the punched output 
of program PLOTRS may be used 
CARD 
NO FORMAT VARIABLE REMARKS 
I (I2,X,I2) Kl Number of gauge points across 
the width of the plate. 
IE Number of gauge points across 
the thickness of the plate. 
2 (AIO) TEXTI } Text for identification 3 (AIO) TEXT2 
4 (2FlO.4) B Width of the plate in inches. 
T Thickness of the plate 
5 (l2F5.2) DY (J} Dimension of finite area 
elements across width of the plate 
in inches (sectioning) 
6 (6F8.8) DX (J) Dimension of finite a~ea 
elements across thickness of 
the plate in inches (slicing) 
7 (FlO.2) RSU (J) Residual stress distribution 
after "sectioning' (upper surface) 
8 (FlO.2) RSL (J) Residual stress distribution 
after "sect ioning' .( lower surface) 
9 (FlO.2) RSSL(I,J) Residual stress distribution 
obtained from "slicing' the specimen. 
First variation (I) across the 
thickness of the plate. 
Input-sequence: 
«RSSL(I,J), I=I,IE), J=l,KI) 
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3) PROGRAM PLOTIS 
The format for the input data is specified below. For choice 
of the scale factors SCALEX and SCALEY the limitations of the plot area 
must be considered. The scale factors must be chosen 80 that the thickness 
of the plate does not exceed 7" in the plot and the width of the plate 
does not exceed 36" in the plot. For input of the two-dimensional 
residual stress distribution STR(I,K) the punched output obtained 
from program RSANA can be used. 
FORMAT OF DATA CARDS 
CARD NO. FORMAT VARIABLE 
1 (AlO) TEXTI 
2 (2I2,3F6.2) IEND 
NN 
B 
SCALEX 
SCALEY 
3 (6F5.2) w (I) 
4 (2I2,F5.l) NMAX 
REMARKS 
Identification of. plate (will 
appear on plot) 
Number of gauge points through 
the thickness 
Number of gauge points along 
width of plate 
Thickness of plate in inches 
Scale factor in X-direction 
(along plate-width) 
Scale factor in Y-direction 
(across thickness of plate) 
Lay-out of gauge points through 
the thickness in inches. 
l1inimum (=maximum negative value) 
of stress-level. 
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CARD.NO. FORMAT 
5 (16A5) 
6 (80Il) 
'7 (F8.2) 
VARIABLE 
PMAX 
INTE 
TEXT(r) 
JFORM(I) 
STR(I,K) 
. -2'+ 
REMARKS. 
Maximum value of stress-level 
Interval.in ksi 
NOTE: isostress lines will be 
drawn with an interval given by 
INTE starting with NMAX and 
terminating with PMAX. 
Corresponding to the previous 
values indicate Text or number 
required to appear at both ends 
of each isostress line. This 
will allow to distinguish 
between the different isostress 
lines. Note that values must be 
provided for all isostress lines 
beginning with the one with 
minimum stress level. 
Array containing the distances 
between the gauge-points in 
longitudinal direction (1=1/8", 
2=2/8", etc.; Limit=9) (Same as 
for PLOTRS). 
Two-dimensional residual stress 
distribution. The first subscrivt 
(I) varies along the length, the 
second (K) through the thickness. 
Input sequence: 
«STR(I,K), I=l, NN)9 K=l, lEND) 
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APPENDIX 2: FLOWCHARTS 
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Error 
Message 
Do same for both 
surfaosz 
Read data of one 
surface of plate 
compute RESIDUAL 
STRESSES 
No 
Print out Input 
and Result 
-26 
Compute coordinates. of points 
and Call plotter routines 
to plot points' 
Simplified Flowchart of Program "PLOTRS II 
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(START) 
t 
(READ: 
DATA 
V 
COMPUTE RESIDUAL STRESS 
DISTRIBUTION ACROSS THE 
THICKNESS (LINEAR ASSUMPTION) , 
COMPUTE SUM OF EXPERIMENTAL 
~ESIDUAL STRESS AFTER SECTIONING 
AND SLICING (EQ. 3) 
+ 
CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF RESIDUAL 
STRESS AFTER SECTIONING & SLICING 
, " 
t 
ADJUST FOR EQUILIBRIUM RESIDUAL 
STRESSES AFTER SECT. AND SLICING 
t 
COMPUTE SUM OF EQUILIBRATED RESIDUAL STRESSES 
AfTER SECTIONING AND SLICING (EQ. 3) 
i 
MAKE THE RATIO OF PART IN 
TENSION AND PART IN COMPRESSION 
.. 
PRINT & PUNCH 
RESULTS 
~ 
I END I 
Simplified Flowchart for Program "RSANA" 
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(START) 
t 
j'READ DATA I 
~ 
PLOT CROSS SECTION OF PLAT~ 
DIVIDE PLATE INTO STRIPS OF 
0.04 IN. THICKNESS AND 
INTERPOLATE LINEARLY TO F'IND 
STRESS DISTRIBUTION ALONG IT • 
. ~ 
SEARCH FOR POINTS WITH EQUALI 
Do this for all STRESS ALONG THESE STRIPS 
required stress t levels I COMPUTE COORDINATES 
OF POINTS 
t 
PLOT POINTS OF EQUAL STRESS] 
., 
ANNOTATE END AND BEGINNING 
OF LINES 
. 
-¢ 
I LABEL PLOTJ 
'f 
( END ) 
Simplified Flowchart for Program IIPLOTIS II 
-28 
{ Subroutine 
CUT. 
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APPENDIX 3: Program Listings 
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c 
PROG~AM PL0TRS(I~PUT,TAPF5=INPUT,OUTDUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,PLaT,TAPEqg=~ 
lLOT,DUNCH) 
C PLOT~S REQUCES DATA 08TAINED FROM RESIOUAL STRESS MEASSUREMENTS 
C AND FURNI~Y~S TH~ US~R WITH A PRINTED A~O/OR PLOTTED AND lOR 
~ PUNCYEO aUToUT OF THE RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION. 
C DEVELOPED \T LEHIGH UNIVE~SITY, FRITZ LA80RATORY, JANUARY 1Q70 
C TESTED AT A CDC 64DO COMPUTER USING A CALCOMP PLOTTER. 
G 
C NOTE •• THIS PROGRAM GAN ONLY 8E USED AT ABOVE MENTIONED SYSTEMS 
C SINCE ~ACH PLOTT~R YAS ITS OWN ORIV~R ROUTINES. 
r: 
C~*~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~*~**~*~*~**~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~¥~~¥~~~¥~~~**~~*~*~ 
c 
c 
OIMfNSION IA<100,-:n, 18(100,3), IAVA(100), IAV~(100), IREFA(tO), 1 
lREF8<.10), !POSA(100), I OOSB(100), LA(100), L8(100), STRESSC1(0) 
OIM~NSION X(100), Lel00), STR(1nO), JSYM(2) 
INTEGER A 
INTEGER TEXT1,TEXT2 
REAL MINY 
LOGICAL AVARG,STROAT,PNCH,NOPLT 
C ~IRST GENEQAL INFOR~~TIaN A~OUT GIVEN INPUT AND REQUIRED aUToUT 
C IS R':AO IN 
C 
REAO (5,34) JSYM. 
~EAD (5,33) SCALFX,SGALEY,MINY 
R.C::AD (1),40) AVARG 
READ ('3,40) STRDlIT 
READ (5,40) PNCH 
REII.D (5,40) NOPlT 
READ ('5,::l4) NPL T 
NPLOT=O 
C 5TART LOOP FOR EACH SOMPONENT PLATE 
1 NPLOT=NPLOT+1 
c 
C NEXT INFOq~ATION ABOUT NUMBER OF HOLES,GAGE-HOLE DISTRIBUTION ETC. 
C FOLLOW 
C 
READ (13,31) TOTi 
READ ('5,14) N,J 
A=N+l 
READ (5,37) (L(I),T=l,A) 
lOOP=O 
C START LOOP FOR EACH SURFACE OF THE PLATE 
c 
2 READ (1),31) T'7:XT2 
lOOP=LOOP+1 
IF (STROAT) GO TO 8 
M=N+J 
IF (AVARG) GO TO :; 
C INPUT OF GAGE-REDDINGS - ~ READINGS 
C 
READ (5,:3'5) (IPOSA<I),<TA{!,K),K=1,;:I),LA(I>,I=1,M) 
READ (5,35) <TPOS£HI),{IB<I,K),K=1,1),L8(I),I=1,M) 
337.26 
;;0 TO 4 
c 
C INDUT OF G~GE READTNGS - AVERAGE OF 3 READINGS 
c 
c 
3 RE~[) (5,39) (IPOC;.~(I) ,IAVfI.(I) ,LA(!) ,I=l,M) 
READ (C;,.~g) (IPOSB(1) ,IAV!3(I) ,LRn) ,I=l,M) 
GO Tf") 6 
c r,OMPUTf ~V:RAGE 
c 
C 
4 00 C; I=l,M 
I A VA (l) = ( 11\ (1,1) + 1,\ CI ,2) + I II <I, 3) ) 13 
5 T~VR(I)=(TR(I,1)+TB(I,2)+TB(I,3»/1 
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C 
C 
STORF RF.1\1INGS OF LAST CARDS WHICH C1NTAIN RFFF.RFNCE BAR R~AnINGS 
TNT'l A~RAY IR~FA AND IREF8 RESPECTIVELY 
C 
5 
7 
C 
" 'j 
C 
'3 
00 7 I=A,1'1 
K=T-N 
IRFFA(K)=II\VA(I) 
IREFP(K)=I!\V8(I) 
WRITE LA8ElS 
WRITE (6,41.> 
WRrTl': (6,4~) 
WRITE (6,41) TEXTi 
WRTF (fi,/~3) TFXT2 
IF (STROH) GO TO 15 
WRITE U:',4t> 
WRITF. (6,44) 
C WRIT~ INPUT DATA (INITIAL RFAOINGS ) - IF POINT IS TO BE SKIDPEO 
C WRIT~ POSITION AND A MESSAGE = CAN NOT BE MEASSURED 
c 
c 
DO 1.1 I=l,M 
IF (U(I).EO.O) GO TO 10 
IF (~VARG) GO TO 9 
WRTTE (6,46) (IPOSACt),(IA<I,K),K=1,3),U(Il,IAV.I\(I» 
GO TO 11 
q WRIT!; (6,45) (IPOSfdIl,LACI),IAVACI» 
GO TO 11 
10 WRIT~ (6,48) (IP0SA(T» 
11 CONTINUE 
WRITr.:: (6,41) 
WRITE (6,47) 
C WRITr.:: TNDUT DATA (FI~AL READINGS) 
C 
00 14 I=l,M 
IF (LfHTl.~Q.O) GO TO 13 
IF-" (IIVARG) GO TO 12 
WR:rrr.: (6,45) (TPOSB(I), (IBCI,K) ,K=l,"''!) ,L8(!) ,IAVA(!» 
GO TO 14 
12 WRnr.:: (6,4'3) (IPOSlHI) ,LfHIl ,lAVe (Il) 
GO TO 1.4 
13 't/RITE (6,48) CIPOSfHtl) 
14 CONTINLJ~ 
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GO Tn 15 
c 
G READ IN RESIDUAL STRESS nISTRIBUTION IF NO DATA-REDUCTION RUT 
C ONLY PLOT IS REQUIREO 
C 
15 R~AO C5,3~) CIPO~A(I),STRESSCI),LA(I),I=1,N) 
16 W~HF. (6,41) 
W~IH (6,49) 
C COMPUTf RESIDUAL STQ~SS 
C 
c 
DO tg I=.1,N 
IF eSTRDAT) LfHI)=LACI) 
IF (LAO) .F.Q.O.Op.Lfl(!) .F'Q.O) GO TO 18 
IF (STROH) GO T0 17 
LA~=LA(!) 
L~R=LlH I) 
IAVACI)=T.AVACI)-IREFAClAR) 
IAVACI)=IAV~(I)-IREFA(LBR) 
IAVACI)=IAVACI)-IAVACT) 
STRESSCI)=IAVA(I)·.03 
C WRITF. RESIDUAL STR~SS 
C 
c 
WRITF. (6,50) CIPOSA(I),IAVACI),STRESSCI» 
GO TO 1C3 
17 WfUT!: (6,51) <IPOSACI),STRESS(I» 
GO TO 19 
18 WRIT~ (6,4~) (IPOSAC!» 
19 CONTTNUE 
~ COMPUTE V-VALUES.OF POINTS FOR PLOTTER ANO STORE IN ARRAY 
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C IF STRESS CAN NOT BE MfASURED THE POINT IS NOT STORED IN THE ARRAY 
C 
I=!l 
IN=O 
20 1=I+1 
I!II=IN+1 
IF (lA(I).EQ.O.OR.Ul(Il.EQ.O) GO TO 21 
STR(IN)=STRESSCIl 
GO TO 22 
21 IN=IN-1 
22 IF (I.lT.N) GO TO 20 
C 
C CHECK FOR MAXIMUM 
C 
c 
DO 23 I=1,.r N 
IF (A8S(STRCI».GT.(-MINY» GO TO 31 
23 CONTINUE 
C CO~PUTE T~E X-VALUES OF POINTS AND STO~E IN 4RRAY 
C IF POINT CQN NOT SF ~EASUREO SKIP IT AND GO TO NEXT POINT 
C NOTF. THAT I~ THIS CASE THE VALUE TO a~ STORED IN X IS THE 
C SUMM'TION OF ALL DISTANCES B~TW~EN POINTS UP TO THIS PAqTICULAR 
C POINT 
C 
1=0 
IN=O 
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C 
C 
C 
c 
r. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r. 
c 
XM=O. 
XN=O. 
24 T=I+1 
IN=It\I+1 
2; 
26 
2~ 
IF (LA(I).EQ.n.OR.L8CI).FQ.O) GO TO 25 
XN=L(I)·Q.12?+XM+XN 
X (IN) =XN 
XM=O. 
GO TO 26 
XM=L(I)·O.121i+XM 
IN=!N-i 
IF CI.LT.N} GO TO 1'4 
WRIT~ COO~OINATES Or- POINTS 
WRTT~ (5,41) 
WRITE (6,52) (STR(I),XCI),I=l,IN) 
PUNCY RESIDUAL STR~SS OISTQIQUTION IF ~EQUIREO 
IF (ONCH) PUNCH 53, (STRCI),I=l,IN) 
IF (NO~LT) GO TO 30 
STO~C. VALUES OF TIKi AND OTICK INTO ARRAYS 
CS~F. PLOTT~~ MANUAL} 
X(!N+1.)=O.O 
X <IN+2}-=SC.Alt:X 
STRCIN+1)=MINY 
STRCIN+2}='5CALEY 
ISYM=JSYMCLCOP} 
IF (LOOP.GT.1l GO TO 29 
TF (NPLOT.GT.l) GO TO 28 
Al=MINY ISCl\LF.Y 
A2 TS THE LENGTH OF THE STRESS-AXIS 
}~2=-2 •• A1 
TH~ FOLLOWING STATFM~NTS CALL SU~ROUTINES TO DRIVE THE PlOTT~R 
THESe: SU8~OUTnIE~ Aq:: LIE1RARY ROUTINES OF ABOVE MENTIONED '')YSTEM'i 
REQUEST NUMR~R o~ PL1TS 
CALL PL TeNT (NPL T) 
TD~NTIFY PLOT 
CALL NA~~PL T 
MOV~ TO N~W O~IGTN WTTH PEN UP 
r-ALl PLOT (0.0,5.0,-1) 
DRAW VERTIGAL AXTS A~O ~ABEL IT 
CALL AXIS1 CO.O,Al,11.HSTRESS(KSI),lt,A~,90.0,MrNy,SC'LEy,20.0) 
P~N qACK TO n9!GTN 
r,AlL PLOT (o.o,o.o,~) 
DRAW HORIZONTAL ~XTS WITHOUT LAqELING IT 
XA I~ TH~ L~NGTH OF THfAXIS 
XA=(X(I~)+xM"scaL~X 
r,ALL PLOT (X~,o.o.?) 
PEN TO NEW O~rGIN 
CAll PLOT (O.OjAl,-~) 
LABEL oLOT ~ND A~SIG~ M~ANING TO PLOTTE~ SYM90L 1 
~AlL SYM80l (q.o,O.S,O.4,T~XT1,O.O,10) 
GALL SY M8JL Ci.o,1.0,n.1,ISYM,0.O,-1.) 
CALL SY M9nL (1.3,1.n,o.t,TEXT2,O.O,10) 
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C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
,.. 
" ,..
'J 
G 
29 
30 
31 
90 
100 
110 
120 
32 
DRAW CURV~ AND MAKE ~YMBOL AT F.VERY POINT 
CALL LINE (X,STR,IN,t,1,ISYM) 
IF (LOOP.L T.~) GO TO 2 
IF ("IOPLT> GO TO 90 
ASSIGN MEANING O~ PLOTTER SYMBOL 2 
CALL SYMBOL (1.0,1.S,O.1,ISYM,O.O,-1l 
CALL SYM80L (1.~,1.;,n.1,TEXT2,O.O,10) 
MOVE PEN OUT OF PLOT AREA AND ESTABLISH ORIGIN FOR NEXT PLOT 
CALL PLOT (10.0,-A1,-3) 
GOTO N~XT COMPON~NT PLATF. ( ONLY FOR SHAPES) 
IF (NPLOT.LT.I\lPLT> Gil TO 1 
OTHERVISE T~RMINATF °LOT 
CALL ENIJPL T 
GO TO 32 
P~INT OUT ~q~OR MFSSAGfS 
NOT~ •• J09 WILL ~F A10RTFD AFT~~ THIS MESSAG~ IF PLOT 15 REQUESTED 
'~R!TE (6,54) 
IFC.NOT.NOOL1) GnTD 100 
IFCLOOP.LT.2) GOTO 2 
IF (NPl.OT.LT.NPLT) GO TO 1 
GOTO 32 
IF (LOOP.~Q.2) GOTO 110 
IF(NPLOT.GT.1) GOTn 120 
CALL PLOT(10.,.0,-~) 
CALL ENDPLT 
WRrTE(6,IiS) 
CALL nn 
3'3 cOR.M l\T (tit Q) 
:3 4 F Ot;! M t\T ( 2 I ~ ) 
~S FOR~'T C~1,lI5,I2) 
36 FORMQT (A1,F10.0,I1) 
37 FORM·'H (8 n 1) 
38 FORH~T (lF10.0) 
3g ).OR~AT (~1,T.5,10X,I2) 
4n FO~MH (LlO) 
41 FORMI\T CPH) 
42 FOR~~T (8X,4q(1H·)/8~,48HR~SIDUAL STRESS ~VALUATION OF EXPERIMENT A 
lL nATA*IRX,4S(lH¥)/l 
41 FORMAT (8X,12(1H¥)/8X,lH¥,A10,IRX,12(1H·)II) 
44 FOP'~~T (~X,15HINrTIAL R~ADINGI/SX,5Y POS,;X,2HA1,5X,2HA2,5X,2HA~, 
1~X,1~Rf.F,~X,7HAVf.~Af,~I/) 
4S FORM~T (10X,A3,21X,tt,5X,I4) 
46 FORM~T Cl0X,A3,4X,2(t4,3X) ,I4,5X,I1,6X,I4) 
47 FORMAT (1118X,16HAFT~R SFOTIONr~GI18X,5H POS,5~,2H81,5X,2H~?,SX,? 
lH8~,~X,3H~EF,3X,7HAVr-RAGFII) 
4~ !:'O~M"T (10X,~1,4X,lq'i(,AN NOT BE MEASURED) 
4q FOR~~T (1118X,5H P0~,8X,6HSTRArN,5x,6HSTRESS/) 
50 FO~MaT (10X,A3,5X,I5,F13.2) 
;1 FOqM~T (tOX,A~,10X,F11.?) 
S2 ~OPM~T (15X,2Fl0.2) 
51 FOP~~T (FiO.2) 
54 FORM\T(/tHO,lQH······FRROR IN D~TA/lYO,~~HSTRESSES P~INTED 49nv~ ~ 
1XC~~~ MAXt~UM Sp~r.Tr-TrD IN INPUT) 
SS FORMnT(/1Ho,~OHJOR ~~S qF~N ABOQT~O) 
r:: ~I fl 
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PROG~A~ ~S~NA(INPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,PUNCH) 
c 
c~~··················································· ................. . 
C 
c 
r. 
c 
THIS PROG~~M IS USED FOR A~YSIS OF RESIDUAL STRESS MEASSUREMENTS 
AFTEQ SECTIONING AND SLICING • 
C THE ~ESULT IS A TWOOIMENSIONAL ~ESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION 
C ( VAqIATION OF RESIDUAL STRESS THROUGH WIDTH AND THICKNES~ OF A 
G oLATE ) WHICH IS CHEGKED AND ADJUSTED FOR EQUILI8RIU~. 
C I~ ~OOITI~N THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE RATIO OF AREA UNDER NEGATIVE 
C ~E~rDUAL STRESS. 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS VALID ONLY FOR PLATES. 
C THE RFSTDUAL STRFSS DISTRIBUTION OF ONLY HALF THE PLATE IS R~R=IN 
C TYF OTHER HALF IS ASSUMED TO 8E SYMMETRICAL. 
c 
c·····~··············································· .............••... 
C 
c 
DIMENSION OY(':iO), D)(10), Y(SO), X(10), RSU(SO), RSL(50), SRS(10,5 
1 f) 
!JIMF'ISION RSSl(10,2~), SSLl10,?0), RS1C10,SO), A(10,?O), S5RS(10,5 
10) 
COMM0N IO,N(~O),K2,IE 
tN=«; 
10=6 
C READ NllMB~~ OF POI~T':i IN LONGITUDINAL DIR~CTION - K1 
C QEAD NUM~ER OF POINT~ THROUGH THE THICKNE~S - IE 
c 
c 
~EAD <IN,i'?) K1,TE' 
K2=2"'K1 
KK=K?+l 
WRIT!;: (JO,i8) 
C READ AND P~INT TEXT FOR IDENTIFICATION 
c 
R~An (IN,t6) TEXT1 
RF.An <IN, 1.S) TF.XT2 
WRITF, (!C,~O) 
W~IT~ (IO,11) TEXT1 
w~TTr: (10,17) TEXT? 
C qF.A~ TN WI8TH AND THTCV.NFSS OF olATE 
e 
c 
REAO (t"',:~7) !:l,T 
~REA,:Q"'T 
q~AO (IN,4n) (OY(J),J=1,K2) 
~EIlO (IN,HI) (DX(I) ,1=1,TE) 
~ r,OMPUTI:' AI\lO PRINT )( C[) ,HI> ( LAYOUT ()F GAUGEHOLES ) 
U=I). 
00 1 J=t,K2 
Y(J)=U+DY(J)/2. 
1 u=tJ+f)Y(J) 
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c 
U=o. 
no ? I=1,n:: 
X(!) =U+DX(I)12. 
? U=U+IJX(I) 
H~IT: (10,19) 
WRIT': (T0,14) (Y(J) ,J=1,K2) 
WRIT-:: (10,15) (X<I),I-=1,IE) 
WRIT': (10,19) 
G ~EAD IN RES!DUA~ ST~ESS nIST~IBUTION AFTER SECTIONING 
~ RSU - UPP~R SIDE 
C RSL - LOWER SIDE 
C 
c 
Rt:AD <IN, '3<) (RSU{J) ,J=1,K2) 
RF:AO <IN,1<) (RSL<J) ,J=1,K2) 
C COMPUTE AND PRINT RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIRUTION ACROSS THE 
C THTGKNfSS (LINFAR A~SUMPTION ) 
c 
C 
00 3 J=1,K2 
DO ~ T=1,1£ 
3 SRS(I,J)=(RSL(J)-RSU(J»~X(I)/T+RSU(J} 
WRITE <TO, 21) 
WRITF. (IO,? 2) 
CAll oua (SRS, K2) 
C READ IN RESIDUAL STRESS AFTER SLICING 
C 
READ <IN,39) «RSSLCT,J),I=1,IEl,J=1,K1l 
C 
C INITIALISATION OF R~SIDUAL STRESSES AFTER SLICING IN THE RI~HT 
C PART OF TYE PLATE 
C 
C 
DO '+ J=1,1(1 
00 4 I=1,IE 
'+ SSL(I,J)=RSSL(I,J) 
00 '5 J=1,K1 
L=KK-J 
DOS I=1,IE 
5 SSl(I,L)=RSSl(I,J) 
WRIT!: <I0,18) 
WRITf 00,?3) 
CALL OUT (SSL,K2) 
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C SUM OF ~XP~RIMFNTAL ~~SIOUAL STRESS AFT~R SECTIONING AND SLISING 
c 
c 
DO 6 J=1,K? 
DO e; I=l,If. 
& RS1(t,J)=SSL(I,Jl+SRS(I,J) 
WRITE (IO,1S) 
WRHF. (IO,24) 
CALL OUT (QS1,K2) 
C COMPUT~ AREA OF FINITE AREA ELEMENTS 
C 
DO 7 J=1,K 
DO 7 I=1,I 
7 A(T,J)=DX( )~nY(J) 
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C 
C CHECK E1UIlI8RIU~ o~ R~SIQUAl STRESSES 4ND PRINT OUT THE 
C OUT-OF-E1UILI~RIUM STPESS DUE TO SECTIONING AND SLICING 
C 
o 
RF.:~l=O. 
DO 8 J=1,K2 
DO 8I=1,n:: 
8 R~Sl=RFS1+~(I,J)~SRS(I,J) 
RF;St=RES1I4RF.A 
WRITE (IO,lln 
WRITE (10,25) RESt 
RES2=O. 
00 g J=1,K1 
no q I=1,IE 
g ~ES?=qES2+A(I,J)~RSSL(I,J) 
R~S2=2.~RES2/APEn 
WRIT~ (10,26) RES2 
C ADJUST RESIQUAL STRESSES DUE TO SECTIONING AND SLICING FO~ 
C F,QUILIRRIUM 
C 
r. 
DO 1'1 J=l,Kl 
L=KK-J 
00 to 1=1,11= 
SS~S(I,J)=(SRS(I,J)+SRS(I,L»/2. 
SSP'SCI,J'=SS~S{I,J)-R~Sl 
10 ~SSLCI,J)=RSSL(I,J}-?'~S2 
WR!TE (lO,18) 
WRIT':: (IO,?'7) 
WRUt::: CIO,~'l) 
CALL OUT (SSRS,K1) 
WRIT~ (IO,Zg) 
GALL OUT CRSSl,Kt) 
C SUM OF ADJUSTED RESIDUAL STRESSES AFTER SECTIONING AND SLICING 
C 
C 
no 11 J=1,K1 
no 11 T.=l,IE 
11 SSRS(I,J)=SSRS(T,J)+RSSl(I,J) 
C PRINT AND PUNCH ADJUSTED RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION AFTE~ 
C SECTIONING QNO SLICING 
C 
W~IH (TO,18) 
WRIT': (Io,~n) 
w~nF. (IO,31) 
GI\U CUT (SSRS,K1> 
00 t? 1=1,1E 
DO 1? J=1,K1 
12 PUNCY 3~, ~5~~(I,J' 
C MAK~ THF ~ATIO o~ pnqr IN TENSION A~O PQRT IN COMQRESSION 
"UR~?=O. 
00 14 J=1,1(1 
00 14 I=t,LF. 
IF' (SSRSCT,J)-O.) 1~,13,14 
13 SU~~~=SU~~2+A(I,J' 
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14 ~O~TTNU~ 
~~TT0=SURr.~/nR~A 
~RIT~ (JO.~2) 
WRIT~ (IO,)l) RATIO 
CALL FXIT 
15 ~OQ,MAT (I?,X,T2) 
16 FORM~T (A1D) 
17 FORM~T (1H~,4X,Al0) 
1~ ~ORM~T (1Yl) 
19 FORMAT (lYO) 
20 ~ORM~T (SX,3?H~ESIOUAL ST~ESS PATTERN ANALYSIS) 
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21 FOR~AT (5X,57YPFSIDUAL STRESSES AFTER COMPLETE SECTIONING(EXPERIMf. 
1NTAl» 
22 FORMaT (5X,37HLINElR VARIATION ACROSS THE THICKNESS/) 
23 FORMAT (5X,47HRESIOUAL STRESSES DUE ~O SLICING (FXPERIMENTAL» 
24 FOR~AT (5X,67HSUM OF EXPERIMENTAL RESIDUAL STRESSES DUE TO SECTION 
lt~G AND SLICING!) 
25 FOPM~T (5X,57HOUT OF EQUILIBRIUM FOR RESIDUAL STRESSES AFTER SECT! 
10NING,Fl0.1,2X3HKSI/) 
26 FO~M~T (SX,54HOUT OF EQUILIBRIUM FOR RESIDUAL STRESSES AFTER SLIer 
lNG,Fln.~,2x,3HKSI) 
27 FORM~T (5X,40HEQUILT8RATE PATTERN OF RESIDUAL STRESSeS) 
28 FORM~T (5X,60HFOR SYMETRICAL PATTERN OF RESIOUAL STRESS~S A~TER SE 
1CTIO~ING) 
2g FOPMAT(1HO,5X,57HFOQ SYMETRICAL PATTERN OF RESIDUAL STRESSES AFTE 
lR SLICING) 
30 FORMQT (/5X,46HSUM OF SYMETRICAL PATTERN OF RESIDUAL STRESS~S) 
31 FORM~T (5X,21HFOR EQUILIBRATE PATTERN) 
32 FORMAT (//SX,44HRATIO OF AREA UNDER NEGATIVE RESIDUAL STRESS) 
33 FORMAT (5X,1H=,Fl0.5) 
34 FORMQT (lH ,. Y{J)·,12F7.3) 
35 FORMAT (lH ,. X(J)·,12F7.3) 
36 FOP.M~T (SFB.2) 
37 FOR~AT (2F10.4) 
38 FOR~nT (6F8.3) 
3g FORMftT (Fl0.2) 
40 FORMAT (12F5.2) 
END 
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SURROUTINF OUTl (RS,K) 
G 
C THIS SU9QOUTINE TS U~ED TO PRINT OUT A ~FSIDUAL STRESS 
C OIST~I9UTION IN A PL~TE 
c 
c 
CO~M~N IO,N(SO),K2,t:' 
nIM~~SION ~S(10,~O) 
00 1 J=1,K2 
1 III(J)=J 
ENTRY OUT 
M=17 
L=l 
2 IF (K.LT."'I) M=K 
WRIT~ (10.4) (NtJ),J=L,Ml 
00 ~ T=l,tE 
'3 WRTT~ (IO,S) (RS<I,J),J=L,M) 
IF (K.U=.M) ~ETU~N 
L=L+17 
M=M+t7 
r;o Tf) 2 
4 ~ORMAT (1HO,17!7/) 
? FO~MAT (1~ ,17F7.2) 
END 
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G 
aROG?A~ PL'TIS(INPUT,TAP~5=rNOUT,OUTPUT,T~PE6=OUTPUT,PLOT, 
l.TA Pt:QQ=PLOT) 
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c····················································· ................. . 
C PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM I~ TO FIND POINTS OF EQUAL STRESS IN A TWO 
C DIMENSIONAL STRESS O~STRT8UTION. 
C TYF GOORDINAT~S OF TY~SF. POINTS WILL g~ COMPUTED AND PLOTT~1 TO 
G SCAL~ USING ~ DIGITAL PLOTTER. 
C l~V~LOPFO AT LEHIGH UNIVF~SITY, FRITZ LABORATORY, JANUARY 1970 
G TE~TEO AT II CDC 6400 COMPUTER. 
C PLOTS WERE MADE USING A CALeDMP PLOTTER. 
C NOTE •• THIS pROGoAM CAN ONLY 8E USED AT AROVE MENTIONED SYSTEMS 
C SIN0~ EAC~ SYSiEM HAS ITS OWN PLOTTER ROUTINES. 
c 
C 
COHMQN Y,STRESS(100),NN,XA(1U),X(100),MI,JFORM(100) 
OIMENSION IHtO), STR(100,10), A(10), X1(100), YU100) 
INTEGER PMAX,TEXT1,TEXT(50) 
REAL INTI:: 
DELT=O.04 
REIID (S,13) TOTi 
READ (S,14) I~NO,NN,g,SCALEX,SCALEY 
JEN!1=IENO-1 
READ (5,1S) (W(I),I=1,IEMD) 
READ (t;,16) NMAX,PMAX,INTE 
NMAX=NM.~X+1 
ME=NMAX+Pt>\AX 
READ ("i,1?! CTEXT{I),I=1,MEl 
REAf) (5,1I\) (Jf'ORM(I),I=l,NN) 
R'7:AD (5,1'3) «STR(I,K) ,I=1,NN) ,K=l,I~ND) 
WRITS:; (6,20) 
WRITE (6,21> «STR(I,K),K=l,IENO),I=l,NN) 
C COMPUTE X-VALUES OF GAUGE POINTS 
AX=O 
DO 1 K=l,NN 
AX=AX+JFORM(K)~0.125 
1 X(lO=AX 
C LAYOUT OF GAUGE POINTS THROUGH THE THICKNESS 
AI3= 0 
c 
00 2' K=1,IENO 
AR=AR+W(K) 
2 A(K)=AA 
N=O 
c nEGTN WITH LOOP ( ALL STRESS LEVELS ) 
G 
3 N=N+1 
MM=N-NMIIX 
G Y IS THE VALUE OF ST~ESSLEVEL 
Y=MWINTE 
M=O 
C f1IVIDE PLATE THICKNE~S INTO STRIPS OF .04 INCHES AND INTERPOLATE 
C LINEARLY TO FINO STRESSOISTRIAUTION ALONG IT 
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no 7 MA=l,JEND 
MEND=W(MA+l)/DFLT+l. 
no £; MF=l,MENO 
DO it I=1,NN 
~TRFSS(T)=STR(I,MA)-(MF-l)/W(MA+l).OELT·(STR(I,MA)-SlR(I,MA+l» 
it COIIITtNUE 
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C CALL SU8ROUTINE TO ~~ARCH FOR POINTS OF EQUAL STRESS ALONG ~TRIP 
CALL CUT 
IF (MA.EQ.l.AND.MF.E1.1) MI1=MI 
C COORDINATES OF POINT~ ARF STORED INTO ARRAY Xl(M) AND Y1(M) 
IF (MI.EQ.O) GO TO 5 
00 5 K=l,!H 
M=M+l 
1(1 (t>.1) =')( n (K) 
5 Yl(M)=.{MAJ+(MF-l1·DELT 
6 CONTINUE 
7 CONTI NUl: 
ITJ:.:XT=TEXTC N) 
IF (N.GT.l) GO TO 8 
C SCALE VALue~ OF B ANry AX 
R=B/SCALEY 
AX=AX/SCAUX 
G 
C THE FOLLOWING STATFMENTS r,ALL SU8ROUTINES TO DRIVE THE PLOTT~R 
C TH€S~ SU9ROUTINES ARt LIRRARY ROUTINES OF AROVE MENTIONED SYSTEMS 
G 
C ID~NTIFY PLOT 
CALL NAMPL T 
C DRAW BOUNDARIES OF PLATE 
o ORIGIN IS ESTABLISHEO ON THE LOWER LEFT CORNER 
CALL PLOT (0.0,2.0,-3) 
CALL PLOT (0.0,8,2) 
CALL PLOT (AX,R,2) 
CALL PLOT (0.0,0.0,3) 
CALL PLOT (AX,0.0,2) 
G STORE ~CAL~-FACTORS INTO ARRAY ( SEE PLOTTER MANUAL ) 
8 IF (~.EQ.O) GO TO :1.2 
X1(M+1J=O.O 
Xl 01+2) =SC!\L~X 
Y1<M+t)=O.O 
Yi( M+2) =SCALEY 
C PLOT POINT~ USING SPECIAL PLOTTER SYMBOL 2 
CALL LINE (Xl,Y1,M,1,-1,2) 
c 
~ LAR~L ~ACH LIN~ WITH VALUE IN KSI 
c 
C LAAFL REGINNING OF LINES 
IF (~I1..Si1.I) GO TO to 
NC=1 
9 Y11=Y1(f\jr,)-o.) 
Xl1=X1 (Nr,) 
~ALL SY M90L (Xll,Yl1,O.O~,IT~XT,90.O,3) 
t.tC=NC+1 
IF (NC. L':' • ~H 1) GO TO q 
C LAR~L END ~~ LIN~S 
10 TF PlI.E!'l.!'J) GO TO P 
I\IC=I) 
11 Y11=Yl(~-~G)+O.2 
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c 
Xl1=X1 (M-"I!,;) 
CALL SYM80L (Xl1,Y11,O.Of,ITEXT,gO.O,3) 
NC:NC+l. 
IF (NC.V=.MI-l) GO TO 11 
12 IF ("l.LT.t1':) r,0 TO 'I 
C END OF LOOP ( ALL STRESS LEVELS ) 
CALL SYMBJL (O.0,-1.~,O.4,TEXT1,0.O,10) 
C MOV~ PEN OUT OF PLOT APEA 
AX=A)(+1. 
c 
U 
14-
1S 
16 
17 
lil, 
l.q 
20 
21 
~ALL PLOT (:\X,O.O,-'1) 
CALL ENrolT 
CIILl F.XIT 
FO!?M:\T ( 1\ 11) ) 
FClr.:>'~ ,n (2 L~, ~F6.?) 
FI)~t1H (flF,).2) 
FOPt1I1T (?I2,::5.1) 
J:'OP"1~T (161\'3) 
FI)~"1 H (,'IOIU 
FOt>t1~T (F~. ") 
FORf1i\T ( 1Y1l 
FOQMIIT (lYO,20X,':'Fl0.2) 
ENn 
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SU8ROUTINE CUT 
c 
c·········~~··~··~···································· ............ ~ .... ~ 
C 
C CUT ~EARCHF.S FOR POINTS OF EQUAL STqESS ALONG A SMALL STRIP, 
C INTERPOLATING LINEARLY 8FTW~EN TWO POINTS OF GIVEN STRESS. 
C THIS PROBLEM IS PRACTICALLY THE SAM~ AS TO FIND THE INTERSECTION 
C POINTS OF A LINE Y=CONST. WITH A POLYNOMIAL. 
C THE COORDINATES OF THE POINTS ARE STOR~O IN AN ARRAY CALLED XA 
C C····················································· ................. ~ 
C 
r,OMM0N Y,STRJ::SS(i1JO) ,NN,XA(10) ,X(100) ,MI,JFORM(100) 
OIME~SICN IA(100) 
K=O 
1 K=K+l 
M=O 
IF (Y) 2,~, 1 
2 M=-1 
GO Fl 4 
:3 M=1 
4 IF (~·STRESS(K)-M·Y) 6,5,7 
t:; IIUK}=K 
GO TO 1E: 
6 IF (K.LT.'lN) GO TO 15 
GO Tf') 17 
7 IF (K.1.:0.1> GO Tn 12 
II=' (~·STRFSq{K)-M·STRF.SS(K-1» 
8 IF (~·STRESS(K-1)-M·Yl 
9 B(K)=K-1 
IA(K-1)=K-1 
GO TIl 11 
10 UdK)=Q 
11 IF (K.ECl.'lN) GO TO 11 
9,10,10 
12 IF (~'STR~SS(K)-M·STRESS(K+1» 15,13,13 
13 IF (M.STRESS(K+1)-M'Y) 14,1;,15 
14 H(K)=K 
GO TO 1 
15 IA(K)=!l 
16 (,0 TO 1 
17 MI=O 
NNF'::NN-t 
no 24 MK=l,NNF 
II=Ii\(MK) 
IF (IT.FQ.O) GO TO 24 
MI=MI+1 
IF (STRFSq(II') 18,t9,19 
1~ M=-l 
GO TO 20 
ig M=1 
2Q IF (M.STR~SS(IT+1)-M.STRESS(II» 22,21,21 
21 XA(MI)=X(II)+JFO~M(II+1)·O.12S·(Y-ST~ESS(II»/(STRESS(II+1)­
tSTRFqS (II» 
GO TO 24 
22 XA(MI'=X(IIJ+JFORM(II+l).O.12S·(STRESS(II'-Y)/(STRESS(II)-
1STRF.'5S(II+U l 
GO TO 24 
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23 XA(MT.)::\«Ul 
24 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
J:ND 
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